The Arabidopsis mutants far1 and fhy3 display a phenotype of reduced inhibition of hypocotyl elongation, which is specific to far-red light and therefore specific to the phytochrome A (phyA)-signaling pathway. We report that the proteins encoded by the FAR1 and FHY3 genes are both related to the transposases of type II MuDR family transposons. We demonstrate that the FAR1 protein is capable of activating transcription in Arabidopsis, indicating that it may define a type of transcriptional regulator. Using microarray expression analysis, we show that of 293 mRNAs twofold induced in wild-type Col-0 plants by continuous far-red light, 85% show reduced responsiveness in the fhy3 mutant. Notable alterations were observed in the responses of genes encoding certain transcription factors, proteins involved in cell wall extension, and proteins related to redox balance control. We also found genes, including some involved in transcriptional control, which showed altered transcriptional behavior in the dark-grown mutant plants. Taken together, our data suggest that FAR1 and FHY3 may function 'permissively' outside the signal transduction pathway of lightregulated development, yet be required for the expression of transcriptional regulatory components. An alternative possibility is that their role includes both light-signal transduction and transcriptional regulation of other genes not responsive to light. We propose that FAR1 and FHY3 control the expression of their target genes by a mechanism that has evolved directly from the way that an ancestral, MuDRA-like transposase bound to the TIRs of mobile elements.
Introduction
The phytochrome systems are a part of a system of photoreceptors that confer sensitivity to ultra-violet, visible, and infrared radiation on higher plants. Five phytochromes exist in Arabidopsis, designated phyA-E. The phyA receptor is required for the response of etiolated seedlings to farred light (FRc, centered on 730 nm) given alone (Quail, 1998) . As etiolated plants lacking phyA are effectively blind to light of this wavelength, phyA is a useful model system for the genetic analysis of light signaling because all the signals are known to originate from a single receptor. A number of mutations are known that interfere with signal transfer from phyA to the machinery of photomorphogenic development. One class of mutants is hyposensitive to FRc. These include fhy1, fhy3, far1, hfr1, fin219, pat1, pat3, laf1, laf6, and fin2 (Ballesteros et al., 2001; Bolle et al., 2000; Desnos et al., 2001; Fairchild et al., 2000; Hsieh et al., 2000; Hudson et al., 1999; Moller et al., 2001; Soh et al., 1998; Zeidler et al., 2001) and are reviewed by Hudson (2000) . far1 and fhy3 are closely related members of the FAR1 gene family.
There are also two mutants, spa1 (Hoecker et al., 1999 ) and eid1 (Buche et al., 2000) , that confer hypersensitivity to FRc and are thought to encode negative regulators of phyA signaling. These mutants were isolated by virtue of their shorter than usual hypocotyls in FRc. SPA1 and EID1 encode a WD-repeat protein and an F-box protein, respectively, and may both therefore be implicated in ubiquitinmediated protein-degradative pathways.
A general conclusion has been drawn from the phenotypes of the above mutants. As they show a specific lesion in FRc perception, they are likely to be specific to the phyAsignaling pathway (Fankhauser and Chory, 1997; Hudson, 2000) . From this has followed the secondary conclusion that these mutant gene products are likely to act as early signaling components, i.e. they are signal transduction components downstream of phyA, but upstream of any confluence point between the phytochromes or other photoreceptors.
Transcriptional control in response to light may be closely tied to the primary signaling function of the phytochrome system. Phytochromes are capable of entering the nucleus, and they do so in response to light (Hisada et al., 2000; Kircher et al., 1999) . The 'active' Pfr form of phytochromes A and B interacts with a nuclear basic helix-loophelix transcription factor, PIF3 (Ni et al., 1998 (Ni et al., , 1999 , which, in turn, recognizes the known light-regulatory cis-element, G-box (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2000) . Microarray analysis has identified a downstream set of genes, which are rapidly induced by far-red light in wild-type Arabidopsis (Tepperman et al., 2001) . The induction of these genes is completely lost in a phyA photoreceptor-null mutant, indicating that the induction of transcription of these genes is attributable to a signal from the phyA photoreceptor. Significantly, a large number of these early responding genes encode transcription factors, making them excellent candidates for the first components in the transcriptional network that drives the photomorphogenic developmental program. The mutations that appear to specifically affect phyA signaling are therefore likely to affect transcriptional light responses. In this paper, the phenotypes of the far1 and fhy3 mutants are characterized at the molecular level, with the aim of identifying which genes are downstream of the signaling pathways or branches defined by these mutants. These data allow us to determine that the role of these signaling components is upstream of any transcriptional hierarchy in phyA signaling, and that FAR1 and FHY3 may act independently of the phyA-signaling pathway.
Results
The FAR1 and FHY3 proteins are closely related to each other and to Mutator-like element (MULE) transposases All of the currently known phyA-signaling mutants were isolated in genetic screens for altered responses to FRc at the seedling stage. The most obvious response of seedlings to FRc is an inhibition of the elongation of the hypocotyl. Most of the known phyA-signaling mutants display varying degrees of altered hypocotyl elongation when grown in FRc (Hudson, 2000) . The seedling phenotypes of the mutants and wild types used in this study, together with the null phyA-101 and RLD lines used by Tepperman et al. (2001) are shown in Figure 1 (a). Both fhy3 and far1 respond to FRc, whereas phyA is completely insensitive. Note that the response is stronger (i.e. closer to wild type) in far1 than in fhy3.
The FAR1 gene was originally described as a member of a gene family of unknown function (Hudson et al., 1999) . Since then the Arabidopsis genome has been completely sequenced (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) , revealing that the closest homolog of FAR1 lies on the top of chromosome 3. This gene has now been defined as the fhy3 locus . The gene family defined by FAR1 has since been found to share homology with a number of other uncharacterized sequences in Arabidopsis, all of which share homology to the MULE family of transposons (Lisch et al., 2001) . We have noted that a more recently characterized transposon of maize, Jittery (GenBank Acc. # AF247646), contains an open reading frame showing yet more substantial peptide-level homology to the FHY3 and FAR1 genes than other Mutator family members. Jittery is described, by the submitting authors, as an active transposon of the Mutator type. Figure 1(b) shows the protein-level similarity between the pfam00872-defined transposase domain of the predicted proteins encoded by Jittery and MuDR. It also shows that FAR1 and FHY3 share substantial similarity in this region and in the putative zinc-binding domain of these proteins, the cysteine and histidine residues being conserved. Interestingly, both predicted protein sequences carry a very well conserved D34E motif common among all MULE elements as well as various transposases and integrases (Doak et al., 1994; Lisch, 2002) . This motif, which coordinates a metal ion, is known to be specifically required for the nicking and transesterification steps of the integration pathway (Haren et al., 1999) . The next closest homolog of FAR1 and FHY3 in the Arabidopsis genome is also shown for comparison.
The FAR1 protein is capable of activating the transcription of a reporter gene in transgenic Arabidopsis Because FAR1 is a nuclear-localized putative signal transduction component, we suggested earlier that it might be a transcriptional regulator (Hudson et al., 1999) . As FAR1 is a homolog of transposases of the MULE family, it would therefore be a member of a new class of transcriptional regulators with transposase homology. The MuDR transposase MURA is known to bind DNA and to regulate both its own transcription and, occasionally, that of neighboring genes (Barkan and Martienssen, 1991; Benito and Walbot, 1997; Raizada et al., 2001a,b) . For this reason, we set out to investigate whether FAR1 could regulate the transcription of reporter genes. First, we studied transcriptional regulation by FAR1 in the yeast two-hybrid system. We fused FAR1 to the Gal4 DNA-binding domain and transformed a yeast strain carrying a Gal4 regulatory sequence upstream of a LacZ reporter gene. FAR1 activated LacZ transcription by at least 15-fold, when expressed alone or together with a control vector. Enhanced activity was also observed when FAR1 fused with the GAL4 activation domain was coexpressed with the FAR1::binding-domain fusion protein, indicating a probable ability of FAR1 to homodimerize (M. Hudson and P.H. Quail, data not shown) . Homodimerization is a common feature of transposases (Essers et al., 2000) . These results confirm those of Wang and Deng Figure 1 . Phenotypes of the far1 and fhy3 mutants and sequences of the loci. (a) Photographs of the plants used or mentioned in this study: phyA mutant and cognate RLD wild type, fhy3 mutant and cognate Col-0 mutant, and far1 mutant and cognate No-0 wild type. The plants were grown for 4 days in darkness (Dark) or for 24 h in darkness followed by 3 days in continuous far-red light (FRc). (b) A partial PILEUP alignment of FAR1 with FHY3, a homologous protein (the closest homolog of FAR1 and FHY3 in the genome Acc. # AAF16668), the Jittery transposase (Acc. # AAF66982), and Mutator transposase A (MuDRA; Acc. # S59141). These proteins share substantial similarity throughout most of their length. This region includes the core Mutator transposase domain (indicated by dashes, conserved domain from pfam00872 (http://pfam.wustl.edu/cgi-bin/getdesc?acc=PF00872). The asterisks indicate the conserved cysteine and histidine residues that represent a potential zinc-binding motif.
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We then examined the transcriptional activity of FAR1 in intact Arabidopsis seedlings under different light conditions. We developed a system of stably transformed Arabidopsis plants based on plants and constructs kindly supplied by Dr Ian Moore (Department of Plant Sciences, Oxford University, UK; Moore et al., 1998; Figure 2a) . We transformed a line carrying a lac operator sequence upstream of a GUS reporter with a second construct carrying FAR1 fused to the lacI DNA-binding domain described by Moore et al. (1998) as shown in Figure 2 (a). We also made positive control plants carrying the Gal4 activation domain fused to the lacI DNA-binding domain, and negative controls carrying lacI alone. Ten lines of the positive control, and at least 20 of the negative control and the FAR1 fusion construct, were generated and screened for GUS activity in the T 2 generation by histochemical staining. Those seedlings that showed visible staining (seven positive controls, eight negative controls, and 16 FAR1::lac fusions, all in the pOP GUS reporter background) were selfed and made homozygous at both loci. We then assayed GUS activity in the seedlings of these lines after 4 days of growth in darkness, or 1 day in darkness followed by 3 days in far-red, red, or white light.
It can be seen from Figure 2 (b) that, although the range of GUS expression levels in the lhFAR1 and lh lines overlap, on average, the levels in the lines carrying the FAR1::lac construct (lhFAR1) are consistently higher than the levels in the control lh lines, and the most active lhFAR1 lines have levels of GUS an order of magnitude higher than those in any of the negative controls. The positive control, lhG4, is considerably more active than lhFAR1. The difference between the lhFAR1 and lh sets of data is significant by inexact t-test (P ¼ 0.01). When the most highly expressing FAR1 line visible in the figure is excluded from the analysis, the result is still significant (P ¼ 0.04). As the pOP GUS reporter construct background is the same for all lines, and some lines of the lhFAR1 construct show strong activation of transcription, transcriptional activation is attributable to expression of the lacI::FAR1 fusion protein. However, we cannot identify any reproducible effect of light conditions on the transcriptional activity of FAR1.
A subset of genes, induced by continuous far-red light, is specifically affected in the far1 and fhy3 mutants A number of transcripts that are strongly induced or repressed by phyA signaling have been defined previously (Tepperman et al., 2001) . In order to define the role of FAR1 and FHY3 in transcriptional regulation of genes controlled by the phyA pathway, we investigated the effect of the far1 and fhy3 mutant backgrounds on the far-red response of transcript levels. Using oligonucleotide microarrays, we quantified the levels of over 7000 transcripts after 1, 3, and 12 h of far-red light at 2.2 mmol m À2 sec
À1
. Two dark controls were performed, at zero and 12 h into the experiment. Threefold replicate microarrays of the zero point and 1 h far-red point were performed.
We defined a set of light-induced genes in the following way. Genes with 'detectable' transcripts (defined by us as having at least one signal value above 25) were considered light induced if they showed a twofold increase in transcript level with respect to the mean of the three zero-hour dark control replicates and a 1.5-fold increase over the 12 h dark control after 1, 3, or 12 h of FRc. In the case of the 1 h time point, a t-test was performed to compare the dark, 1 h replicates of transcripts induced two-or more fold, and the P-value was required to be less than 0.05. In the case of the 3 and 12 h points, the point was required to be twofold above the upper 95% confidence limit of the dark control replicates in order to be considered reliable.
Using these criteria, we found 293 genes whose transcription was induced twofold in the Columbia ecotype, and 292 induced in the Nossen ecotype. Intriguingly, only 164 of these genes were common to the two lists (although many genes marginally failed to meet the twofold criteria in one ecotype). This was not completely unexpected because it is well established that there are strong, genetically determined differences in the responses of different Arabidopsis accessions to far-red light (Yanovsky et al., 1997) . However, there is a strong possibility that at least some of these genes are different as a result of experimental variation, particularly those with lower expression levels or those that may be affected by other conditions. It is not possible to distinguish between these possibilities using the data shown here, as our experiment was not designed to detect genetically determined differences. We therefore considered the behavior of each mutant-wild-type pair separately, using only the twofold induced genes that met our statistical criteria for robustness (above). Including genes that are more variable would compromise the effectiveness of the comparison between the mutant and the wild type. In accordance with the MIAME guidelines for microarray data disclosure, complete protocols used in the microarray experiments, lists of the light-induced genes in each ecotype, and the full, raw data for all the microarrays have been made available in the Supplementary Material.
We then compared the response to FRc in each of the light-induced genes for each ecotype between the wild type and the respective mutant. The comparison was achieved by dividing the maximum fold response (at any time point) in the mutant with the maximum fold response of the wild type, giving a 'max fold ratio'. A histogram was plotted to demonstrate the differences in response between the wild type and the mutant in different genes ( Figure 3 ). The data show that many genes are induced normally, or close to normally, by FRc in both mutants (i.e. the max fold ratio is between 0.66 and 1.5). The distribution of response in the fhy3 mutant is, however, strongly skewed towards the lefthand side of the graph, showing that 85% of light-induced genes respond less strongly in fhy3 than in the Col-0 wild type. In the case of most genes, the effect of the fhy3 mutation on light induction is subtle. Most of the light-regulated genes fall below a max fold ratio of 1 (indicating a reduced response), but only 63 fall below a max fold ratio of 0.5 (indicating that these genes respond at least twofold more strongly in the wild type than in the mutant). Consequently, the light response of the subset of genes showing a twofold reduced response is specifically, and strongly, dependent on fhy3. A complete list of these genes and their functional annotation is given in Table 1 , and the full list of all lightinduced genes and the effect of the mutation on their response is available in the Supplementary Material. Note that only one of the early light-induced transcription factors described by Tepperman et al. (2001) , ZF1, shows a twofold reduced light response in fhy3 (see Figure 5a ). The most strongly affected genes are induced later and more strongly by FRc. A number of these genes appear to be possibly involved in the elongation and growth of cells, such as The far1 mutant has a much weaker effect on lightinduced gene expression. Nonetheless, the histogram of differential transcript-light responses between far1 and the No-0 wild type is also somewhat skewed to the left. Some genes are strongly reduced in their response to far-red light in the far1 mutant relative to the wild type. Their details are given in Table 1 ; the complete set of light-induced genes and their differential responsiveness are detailed in the Supplementary Material. Comparing the lists of genes affected in their light responsiveness between the far1 and fhy3 mutants, we observe that some genes, for example those encoding thionin and a proline-rich protein are affected in a similar way in both mutants. Other transcripts appear to be specifically affected by one of the mutant loci. We consider those genes affected in a similar way in both mutant backgrounds to be the most likely candidates for involvement in the creation of the similar mutant phenotypes (see later in this section).
The light-repressed genes were also investigated in a similar manner. A set of twofold light-repressed genes was defined for each ecotype. These genes were repressed twofold at 1, 3, or 12 h, relative to the mean of the three dark control replicates, and 1.5-fold relative to the 12 h dark control. To ensure that the dark control level was consistently measurable, the dark point replicates were required to have a lower 95% confidence interval of 25 or higher. The differences between ecotypes for the light-repressed genes were even more substantial than those for the light-induced gene sets. Of the 257 transcripts found to meet these criteria in Columbia, and 195 in Nossen, only 69 were common to both. It should be noted, however, that repression of transcript levels is subject to a great deal of experimental variation as a result of the many factors involved in determining mRNA stability, and that this could be the cause of some of the observed variation.
Again, the maximal response of the wild type and the mutant was determined and a response ratio calculated. The data in Figure 4 demonstrate that as with light-induced genes, the majority of light-repressed genes respond less strongly in the fhy3 background than the wild type, and a large number of genes have a response reduced twofold or more. In the far1 background, a significant, but smaller, loss of response is visible in some genes. A complete list of those genes showing a twofold or more reduced response in either mutant background is given in Table 2 . Full details of the behavior of all light-repressed genes studied are given in the Supplementary Material.
The far1 and/or fhy3 mutations specifically affect light induction of some transcription factors and potential target genes A previously published proposed pathway for the regulation of photomorphogenesis by light signals perceived by phytochromes is that photoperception is followed by the initiation of a transcriptional cascade. This cascade is initiated by transcription factors whose expression levels respond rapidly to light signals (Tepperman et al., 2001) . We therefore examined the possibility that the postulated signal transduction mutations investigated here may affect the light induction of the early light-induced transcription factors described by Tepperman et al. (2001) . Note that the profiles of these key regulatory genes shown in Figure 5 (a) are extremely consistent between the two ecotypes, despite the large variations seen in the response of many other transcripts.
We found that the majority of the far-red-light-induced transcription factors showed responses close to the wild type in both mutant backgrounds (Figure 5a ). In six cases, the transcript induction profile is visibly (but in all but one case less than twofold) affected by the mutations. For example, the transcripts for the AP2 domain protein (AP2D), the zinc finger proteins 1 and 5 (ZF1 and ZF5), and the MYB-106 protein (MYB-106) are significantly reduced in the extent of their response by one or both mutations. We interpret genes such as these, which show a loss of response in both mutants, as the most likely to be involved in the processes determining the related photomorphogenic phenotypes of the mutants (especially those where the fhy3 mutation has the stronger effect).
In the case of some transcription factor genes, induction is stronger in one or both mutants than in wild type. Examples of this are transcripts for LHY, constans (CO) and H-promoter binding factor 2a (DOF). It is also of interest that, in some cases, a somewhat altered level of transcript is observed at the dark control point. These observations may indicate a perturbation in general transcriptional regulation in both mutants (see later in Results section and Figure 6 ). Some examples of other genes affected in their light induction are shown in Figure 5 (b). Note that these represent transcripts that are affected unusually strongly in the mutants, and hence are not representative; an impression of the effect on the majority of light-regulated genes can be better gained from Figures 3 and 4 , and the Supplementary Material. The induction of the thionin gene shown is very strongly affected by both mutations, while the thioredoxin F1 gene (TF1) also shows reduced induction in both. This may indicate that far1 and fhy3 are especially important for the light regulation of transcripts for redox-related proteins. The proline-rich APG-like protein (P-rich) and the xyloglucan endotransglycosylase (XEG) are examples of the putative cell-wall-related proteins whose transcripts also seem to be strongly affected by these mutations. Both of these genes are members of gene families, of which others are affected in a similar way. Note that the light induction responses of xyloglucan endotransglycosylases show considerable variation between ecotypes and experiments; this is to be expected of genes that are regulated by many different environmental stimuli (Xu et al., 1995) . As a group, however, they seem to respond strongly to light, and to display a reduction of their light induction in the mutants. The ACC oxidase shown (ACC-O) is affected by both mutations, but the differential response falls just short of twofold. These data are therefore omitted from Table 1 , but all such profiles are available from the Supplementary Material.
The far1 and fhy3 mutants display a light-independent transcriptional phenotype One aspect of the molecular phenotype of far1 and fhy3 is the reduction in light-induced transcriptional responses described above. Another consequence of these mutations is a light-independent alteration in levels of several transcripts. These transcript level anomalies were detected by comparing replicates of dark and 1 h far-red treatments in the mutants and wild type, using the t-test to discover statistically significant differences. Our criteria require that the mean transcript level in the dark-grown seedlings be altered by at least twofold in either mutant, that the dark replicates of mutant and wild type are significantly different (P < 0.05), and that the mean expression level is clearly detectable in either the mutant or the wild type (details in the Supplementary Material). We found that several genes were reduced in their transcript levels in the fhy3 mutant irrespective of FRc treatment, a phenomenon noted by Desnos et al. (2001) with respect to the FHY1 gene in the fhy3 mutant background. The profiles of these genes are shown in Figure 6 (a); most are not strongly regulated by light and are absent from the set of light-regulated genes defined by Tepperman et al. (2001) , although many do show slight light induction or repression. Details of these genes are available in Table 3 . We re-examined the phyA mutant data of Tepperman et al. (2001) to investigate the effect of the phyA mutation on the level of the transcripts, which are identified here as affected by the fhy3 or far1 mutations in the dark. None of these genes, which showed significantly lower expression in far1 or fhy3, did so in the phyA mutant (data not shown). We did identify that one of the genes identified by Tepperman et al. (2001) as phyA responsive was also affected by the phyA mutation in darkness (At1g05260, a putative peroxidase, shows 2.1-fold increased levels in the dark-grown phyA mutant). However, this gene did not show significant dark effects in far1 or fhy3. Raw (i.e. not normalized) data for our replicate points are shown in Figure 6 (b) for some representative probe sets from this class. The full set of genes shown in Table 3 indicates that most of the transcripts showing reduced levels in one mutant also show reduced levels in the other, although often the difference in one mutant did not reach the arbitrary twofold cut-off value. Notable exceptions to this are the genes where the values for one mutant are increased, whereas the values for the other are reduced; many of the most strongly affected transcripts fall into this Figure 6 (b). (At4g25480); CBF2, CRT/DRE binding factor 2 (At4g25470); MYB-106, putative MYB-related transcription factor (At5g15310); LHY, late elongated hypocotyl (At1g01060); RPT2, root phototropism 2 (At2g30520); CO, constans (At5g15850); ZF3, putative constans-like b-box zinc finger protein (At2g31380); ZF4, zinc finger protein 4 (At4g38960); ZF2, constans-like zinc finger protein (At1g06040). The WRKY6-like transcription factor was not found to be light responsive in these experiments (data not shown).
(b) Examples of light-induced genes strongly affected by the far1 or fhy3 mutations. The graphs are arranged as in (a). OHP, one helix protein (At5g02120); T6P, trehalose 6-phosphate synthase (At1g78580); unknown, putative protein (At4g04840); TF1, thioredoxin F1 (At3g02730); thionin, thionin (At5g36910); P-rich, proline-rich APG-like protein (At4g28780); XEG, xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase (At3g44990); GAST1, similarity to gibberellin-regulated protein 2 precursor (GAST1; At1g22690); ACC-O, putative 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase (At1g04350).
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Discussion

Transposase homology
The Arabidopsis genome contains a large number of Mutator-like elements (MULEs) (Feschotte et al., 2002; Lisch et al., 2001 ). The ddm1 mutant, which shows reduced levels of DNA methylation, has increased levels of transposition. Some of the MULEs in Arabidopsis are active in this mutant, showing that they are functional transposons (Singer et al., 2001 (Lander et al., 2001) .
Transcriptional regulation
It is well established that transposase expression can regulate the expression of genes close to a related transposon, or a TIR fragment (Barkan and Martienssen, 1991; Martienssen et al., 1989) . Transposases of the Mutator family are known to directly bind DNA and regulate the expression of their own genes and genes into which a MULE element has been inserted (Barkan and Martienssen, 1991; Benito and Walbot, 1997; Raizada et al., 2001b) . This regulation is associated with changes in methylation status of Mu TIRs that occur when active (i.e. transposase-expressing) Mu elements are present (Walbot et al., 1988 Lisch, 1997) . The transcriptional and/or DNA-methylation control functions of a transposase like Mutator may have been retained and modified by evolutionary sequence changes that otherwise resulted in the loss of DNA excision and integration activity. Such an immobilized transposase-derived transcription factor could then become of selective advantage to the organism by means of a capacity to regulate genes close to any TIR sequences (acting as cis-regulatory elements) to which it was still able to bind. Co-evolution of the MULE-like transcription factor gene and the TIR-like recognition site of its product could eventually produce a system of cis elements with only distant similarity to TIRs (which are, in any case, highly variable) and transposases. This proposed sequence of events bears some similarities to that involved in the evolution of the human immune system. In that case, the RAG1 and RAG2 genes are hypothesized to have been a part of an ancestral transposon that became 'domesticated' (Agrawal et al., 1998) . Their recombinational function was retained, but the original TIRs surrounding the genes were lost over time. The targets of the proteins encoded by RAG1 and RAG2 were short sequences that now flank portions of the immunoglobin genes and serve as recombination signal sequences.
The transcriptional activation activity displayed by the FAR1 protein in both yeast and Arabidopsis provides evidence for potential involvement in transcriptional regulation. We have identified a number of potential target genes for FAR1 and FHY3. We suggest that FAR1 and FHY3 may directly control the expression of some or all of these genes by means of relic TIR sequences acting as cis-regulatory elements in the DNA sequence of the target genes. Unfortunately, that portion of the ancestral TIR necessary for binding the transposase may have been only a portion of the TIR, and its identity may now be obscured as a result of mutational changes in the rest of the TIR. However, the promoter of the FLF gene (the most strongly affected transcript in the FHY3 mutant) contains the sequence: Figure 6 . Genes with overall reduced expression in the far1 or fhy3 mutant relative to the wild type. (a) Normalized time course (12 h) profiles of the genes found to have twofold or more reduced transcript levels in dark-grown fhy3 or far1 mutants. The normalized average profile is given by the bold dashed line. Note that most of these genes are not light regulated under these conditions. Details of individual genes are in the Supplementary Material. (b) Examples of representative genes in (a) are shown without normalization using the mean of the expression values in dark-grown seedlings (black bars) and the mean of the expression values of seedlings treated with far-red light for 1 h (striped bars). Values are the mean of three replicates, and error bars are standard errors of the mean.
Ã Profile of the expression of the FHY1 gene is expressed as above except that the values are derived from Northern blotting as a proportion of the signal from the 18S ribosomal transcripts. GGTTTGAACTCTTCCGACTTCTCAAAXACTTAAAATTTGG-CAGTTAATTAXGTAGGTGTT. This is similar to the Arabidopsis MULE TIR fragment: GGAAAAAACCCCAAAAAA-TCCTCATTTAATTTTTATTTTTCCGTTTAATACCTACTTTAT. In MuDR, this includes the core transposase binding site (Benito and Walbot, 1997) . As the FLF gene is a transcription factor, it may be affecting the other genes also found to be downregulated but which lack the binding motif. Other transcription factors, which are not represented on the microarray, also carry a similar sequence in regulatory regions (an example is the GL1 gene, At3g27920) and so may be similarly regulated by FHY3.
Effect of mutations on light-regulated gene expression
We demonstrate in our microarray analysis that FAR1 and FHY3 are involved, whether directly or indirectly, in the transcriptional control of a number of genes. The fhy3 mutant, in particular, shows measurably reduced responsiveness of the majority of light-regulated genes, implying that the protein has an early and general role in the light regulation of gene expression. However, none of the responses of early response genes defined by Tepperman et al. (2001) are strongly affected by these mutations. We infer from this that FAR1 and FHY3 do not affect the activity of these proposed primary response elements of the phyA transcriptional network. Light induction of a number of transcription factors is perturbed; but these are mostly affected irrespective of the light treatment. This may lead to the substantial differences observed in the expression profiles of a subset of downstream, less rapidly lightinduced genes. The far1 mutant shows a yet more subtle effect on the light regulation of gene expression, and its effects on light-regulated transcription are frequently outside the limits of the sensitivity of our assay to detect. In the case of a small number of strongly induced genes, such as the thionin in Figure 5 (b), these effects are nonetheless clearly visible.
Effects on transcriptional cascade
It appears that the phenotypes of both fhy3 and far1 are a result of the combined effects of subtle changes in the responses of many different genes. These changes are likely to be, at least in part, a result of the altered expression of light-regulated transcription factors detailed in Figure 5 (a). Although only the ZF1 protein shows a response difference of more than twofold, the combined effects of the mutant backgrounds on this important class of genes are likely to be substantial in their downstream effects. In addition, as less than 8000 of the approximately 25 000 Arabidopsis genes were assayed in our experiment, other transcription factor genes may be affected more strongly than those assayed and described here. The genes that are affected the most by the mutations, such as thionin and thioredoxin, may have binding sites for more than one of the strongly affected transcription factors in their promoters. The genes downstream of transcription factors that are induced normally in these mutants, such as the CAB genes known to be downstream of CCA1 (Wang and Tobin, 1998) , mostly show less marked differences between wildtype and mutant responses (see Supplementary Material).
Correlation of phenotype with gene expression profiles
In neither of the mutants we examined, and in none of the genes assayed by our microarrays, are responses to light completely lost. The phyA mutant shows a complete loss of responsiveness to FRc, both in terms of gene expression and morphologic phenotype (Parks and Quail, 1993; Tepperman et al., 2001; Whitelam et al., 1993) . The products of the FAR1 or FHY3 genes are, therefore, not necessary for FRc-responsive gene expression, as phyA is. The incomplete block of light signaling to gene expression in the mutants may be the result of multiple pathways leading to gene expression, of which that requiring FAR1 and FHY3 is only one (Figure 7 ). It has been proposed that this is because FAR1 and FHY3 perform degenerate, interchangeable molecular roles in the pathway leading from phyA to photomorphogenic development (Hudson et al., 1999; . It is difficult to conclusively prove that this is the case without a set of multiple mutants in FAR1, FHY3, and their homologous genes, but we expect that a developmental phenotype as strong as that of fhy3 is unlikely to be caused by a mutation in a single, highly degenerate pathway step. We propose that, rather than a partial block in a global pathway, fhy3 has a severe loss of signaling activity in a branch pathway leading to gene expression concerned with cell expansion and morphologic development. The relatively severe morphologic phenotype of fhy3, in particular (Figure 1 ), contrasts with a restricted and subtle effect on light regulation of most genes, particularly on the early light-induced transcription factors ( Figure 5) . A strong effect of the far1 and fhy3 mutations is seen on a subset of genes that are likely to be involved in elongation growth, such as xyloglucan endotransglycosylases, which show strong deviation from wild-type responsiveness in the mutants (Figure 5b ; Fry et al., 1992) . The transcriptional control of this subset of downstream genes may be affected by the aberrant transcription-factor gene light responses in the mutants. This may explain the comparatively strong effect of loss of FAR1 or FHY3 function on the gross phenotype of the plant compared to the less obvious general effect on light-regulated gene expression. The control of cell extension growth in response to light may be a specific responsibility of the pathway of which the FAR1 and FHY3 proteins are a part. Such mutations would be expected to produce a photomorphogenical phenotype that is more obvious at the ß Blackwell Publishing Ltd, The Plant Journal, (2003), 34, 453-471 morphological level than at the level of light-induced gene expression. There is also a substantial effect on the light induction of an ACC oxidase gene that may contribute to the morphological effect of these mutations by an effect on ethylene biosynthesis. The discontinuity between the severity of the morphological and molecular phenotypes of fhy3 and far1 is unexpected because the strength of the morphological response has been universally considered an indicator of the flux through the light-signaling pathway. The results presented here require a re-assessment of the connection between signaling and morphogenical phenotype. It is likely that the response of gene expression patterns to light is predominantly concerned with readying the seedling for photosynthesis. This is indicated by the predominance of chloroplast-related genes and cellular metabolic enzymes in the strong and sustained 'late' set of light-induced genes (Tepperman et al., 2001) . The predominant strategy of screening for long hypocotyls may have skewed the distribution of currently available mutants towards those that preferentially affect cell elongation growth. An important consequence of this is that the existing light-signal-transduction mutant collection may not represent the full signaling network regulating gene expression in response to light.
Light-independent transcriptional effects
The level of some transcripts is affected in the far1 and fhy3 mutants in a light-independent manner. This observation, together with that of Desnos et al. (2001) that FHY1 expression is reduced in the fhy3 background, defines a 'molecular phenotype' for etiolated seedlings of far1 and fhy3. This molecular dark-grown phenotype is in direct contrast to the lack of a morphologic dark-grown phenotype; darkgrown seedlings of far1 (Hudson et al., 1999) and fhy3 ( Whitelam et al., 1993) are indistinguishable from the wild type. We therefore observe an effect on gene expression in etiolated seedlings that does not give rise to a visible phenotype without an external stimulus. This indicates that the skotomorphogenic developmental program probably does not require expression of these genes, but that attenuation of their expression results in faulty photomorphogenic development when the seedlings are exposed to light.
Interpretation of signaling mechanism
We consider that there are three plausible overall interpretations of the roles of FAR1 and FHY3 in the phyA-signaling pathway; the alternatives are illustrated in Figure 7 . Our data (Figure 5a) show that fhy3, if not far1, slightly affects the transcription of some early induced transcription factor genes, such as ZF1 and MYB-106, and thus that the primary role of fhy3 may be upstream of any transcriptional cascade involved in photomorphogenesis. This would suggest a requirement for FAR1 and FHY3 in an upstream branch of the light-signaling pathway leading to light regulation of a subset of transcription factor genes, as illustrated in Figure 7 (b). This proposal contrasts with the interpretation, suggested by the result of that dominant-negative effects of FHY3 fragment expression all but shut down the phyA-signaling pathway, and that FAR1 and FHY3 are a required module of the phyA-signaling pathway (an interpretation illustrated in Figure 7a ). After this paper was submitted, a study was published about the transcriptional light responses of several FR response mutants, using microarrays to examine only the phyA-regulated genes. The data was interpreted as evidence that the FAR1 and FHY3 proteins act upstream within the phyA-signaling pathway. However, while the data for the FHY3 fragment-expressing line were consistent with an interpretation such as that in Figure 7 (a), the data for the fhy3 and far1 mutants were, as here, more consistent with a loss of function in a branch pathway as illustrated in Figure 7b .
The observation that gene expression is also affected in dark-grown far1 and fhy3 raises the question whether or not the slight effects on early induced genes are a direct result of the mutations. The far1 and fhy3 proteins could have a dual role, both maintaining the expression of certain transcripts in darkness, and also participating in phytochrome signaling as pathway components. For example, the proteins could be phosphorylated, or they could bind to another protein, to modify their activity upon illumination. Alternatively, the effect on light-independent transcription could also cause under-expression of a protein or proteins required for light signaling. The cartoons in Figure 7 (b,c) illustrate these possibilities. The combined effects of transcripts differently expressed in dark-grown seedlings may be enough to cause a photomorphogenic phenotype without direct involvement of FAR1 or FHY3 in light-regulated gene expression. We have direct evidence that this is at least partly the case from the fhy1 mutant (Desnos et al., 2001) . Mutating the FHY1 gene is sufficient to cause a loss of far-red light perception, and under-expression of this gene in fhy3 could be sufficient to cause a significant photomorphogenic phenotype, comparable with that of the fhy1 mutant itself. This possible mechanism is illustrated in Figure 7 (c), with the gene X representing FHY1. We consider it unlikely that this is the sole link between FHY3 and photomorphogenesis because far1 also shows a significant loss of far-red light perception (Hudson et al., 1999) but does not show appreciably reduced FHY1 transcript levels (Figure 6b ). Nonetheless, this suggests a plausible mechanism by which transposase-related transcriptional activators such as FAR1 may affect photomorphogenesis. Several of the genes affected by the far1 and fhy3 mutations in the absence of light may be required for normal photomorphogenic development. The regulatory activity of FAR1 and FHY3 may be involved in creating the pre-conditioned gene-expression state, which, in turn, creates the proteome necessary for photomorphogenesis.
Experimental procedures
Sequence analysis and alignment
Sequence alignments were performed using MultAlin (Corpet, 1988) . Affymetrix IDs were assigned to TAIR gene IDs by using a PERL script to find a perfect nucleotide match to the probe sequence. Where no exact match was found, a supervised BLAST search was used on the TAIR website (http://arabidopsis.org).
Yeast hybrid and in planta transcriptional assays
Yeast two-hybrid vectors from the Matchmaker 2.0 kit (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA, USA) were used to construct Gal4 activation and binding domain fusions of FAR1. Assays were performed in the Y187 strain as described (Ni et al., 1998) . In planta experiments used the enhancer trap system described by Moore et al. (1998) , modified to carry proteins other than the Gal4 activation domain in the lacI fusion. Constructs carried hygromycin resistance (operator-reporter) and kanamycin (lacI fusion). Stably drug-resistant single-locus doubly homozygous lines in the Columbia-0 background were generated for assay by standard methods. GUS assays were performed by the fluorimetric method of Jefferson et al. (1987) . The statistical test used to determine significance values in the GUS expression data was the one-tailed approximate t-test.
Plant growth and light sources
After pre-treatment as described by Hudson et al. (1999) , induction of germination by a 3 h irradiation with white light, and subsequent storage for 21 h in the dark at room temperature, seeds for GUS analysis were transferred for 3 days to appropriate light conditions at 218C. The light sources we used were described ß Blackwell Publishing Ltd, The Plant Journal, (2003), 34, 453-471 elsewhere (Wagner et al., 1991) . Seed treatment and irradiation for the microarray experiments were exactly as described by Tepperman et al. (2001) . The fluence rates of light were measured using a spectroradiometer (model LI-1800, Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE).
RNA preparation and Northern blotting
RNA was isolated from liquid nitrogen frozen seedlings by the method of Chang et al. (1993) and precipitated overnight at 48C after the addition of 0.25 volumes of 10 M LiCl 2 . A subsequent precipitation with 2.5 volumes of EtOH and 0.5 volumes of NH 4 OAc was performed. Pellets were washed twice with 70% EtOH, vacuum-dried, and re-suspended in RNase-free water. Quality control by denaturing gel electrophoresis (A 260 /A 280 and A 230 / A 260 ratios) was used to ensure that all experimental samples were of sufficient integrity and purity. Northern blotting, probe labeling, phosphorimager detection, and 18 sec ratio calculations were performed according to the methods of Hoecker et al. (1999) .
Microarray analysis of transcript expression RNA extracted as above was converted to cDNA, labeled, denatured, hybridized to arrays, stained, and scanned according to the methods described by Tepperman et al. (2001) , except that the procedures and equipment were in-house at Plant Gene Expression Center. Analysis of transcript expression was conducted mostly using Affymetrix Microarray Suite 5.0 (expression values given are 'signal' values) and Microsoft Excel together with custom macros. GENESPRING software (Silicon Genetics, Redwood City, CA, USA) was also used extensively. Probabilities and significance discussed in the text for expression data are derived from the twotailed approximate Student's t-test.
Details are available at http://www.pgec.usda.gov/Quail/Hudson/
